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Announcements

● Test 1 coverage: trees (topic of today and Wednesday) are not covered

● Assignment 1 slides posted on the course website.
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Data Structures
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Data Structures

A data structure is a way of organizing data.

When data are organized in a good data structure, operations that read or write 
the data can be much more efficient.
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Bad programmers worry about the code. Good programmers 
worry about data structures and their relationships.

-- Linus Torvalds



A simple data structure we already know...

Lists
● Lists are linear structures

● They are linear in the sense that data is ordered (i.e. first piece of data is 
followed by second is followed by third . . .)

● The list data structure naturally makes sense for many applications:

○ Function calls in programs (stack)

○ A lineup in a bank (queue)

○ etc.
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Other structures

The linear structure doesn’t naturally make sense many other applications.

● Consider the directory structure in a file system. They have a natural 
hierarchical structure that is difficult to represent linearly.

● Representing this hierarchical structure using a list is not convenient. 

○ If we want to use a list, we might try storing the root directory at the first position and its 
subdirectories and files to its right.

○ But how would we know when the files of a subdirectory end and we are back up one level?

● Other examples of this hierarchical structure

○ A Python program

○ A University / company
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Tree: a hierarchical data structure

Definition:

A tree has a set of nodes (often with values or 
labels), and directed edges that connect nodes.

One specified node is the root.

Every node besides the root has exactly one 
parent.

How many nodes and edges are there in this tree?
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Tree terminology

● Parent: a node is the parent of all nodes to which it 
has outgoing edges.

● Siblings: set of nodes that share a common parent.
● Leaf: node that has no children (no outgoing edges).
● Internal node: non-leaf node.
● Path: sequence of nodes n1,n2,...,nk, where there is 

an edge from n1 to n2, n2 to n3, etc.
● Descendant: node n is a descendant of some other 

node p if there is a path from p to n.
● Subtree: a subtree of tree T is a tree whose root 

node r is a node in T, and which consists of all the 
descendants of r and the edges among them. 8



Tree terminology cont.

● Branching factor: maximum number of children 
of any node.

● Length of a path: number of edges on the path

● Level (Depth): the level (or depth) of node n is 
the length of the path from the root node to n. 
The level of the root is 0.

● Tree height: maximum of all node levels.
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Another tree example

What is the height of the tree? 

Branching factor? 

Depth of Baseball? 

Length of path from Sports to AL?
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Operations on Trees

Traverse: visit the nodes in some order and apply 
some operation to each node

Insert a new node

Remove a node

Attach a subtree at a node

Remove a subtree
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Binary Trees
a special kind of trees
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Binary Tree

A binary tree is a tree where each node has at most two children
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Represent a binary tree

How do we represent a binary tree in a Python program?

We will discuss the following two ways:

● List of lists (nested list)
● Nodes and references
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Binary Tree Representation 1: List of lists

At the top level, it’s a list of three elements

[root, left-subtree-of-root, right-subtree-of-root]

root is the label of the root node

left-subtree-of-root could be either the following:

● another list of lists, representing the left subtree (which is a binary tree)
● None: if root has no left child, i.e., the left subtree doesn’t exist

right-subtree-of-root is symmetrically the same.
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Convert this tree to the list-of-lists representation

[‘A’, left-subtree, right-subtree]

[‘A’, left-subtree, [‘C’, None, None]]

[‘A’, [‘B’, left-sub, None], [‘C’, None, None]]

[‘A’, 
[‘B’, [‘D’, None, r-sub], None], 
[‘C’, None, None] ]

[‘A’, 
[‘B’, [‘D’, None, [E, None, None]], None], 
[‘C’, None, None] ] 16



Convert this list to a tree

[5, [4, None, None], [3, [2, None, None], [1, None, None]]]
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Operations on a binary tree

binary_tree(value): returns a binary tree with a single node labelled by value

insert_left(bt, value): insert value as the left child node of the root of bt.

insert_right(bt, value): insert value as the right child node of the root of bt.
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Operations on a binary tree

contains(bt, value): return True iff the binary tree bt contains value

DEMO: list_of_lists.py
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Binary Tree Representation 2: Nodes and References

Since the left and right children of a node are each roots of (sub)trees, we can 
model a tree as a recursive data structure.

Our tree objects will have attributes for the root value, left child and right child.
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Binary Tree Representation 2: Nodes and References

How does insert_left work?

bt.insert_left(7)

● create a single-node binary tree t with 7, t = BinaryTree(7)
● the current left branch will be t’s left branch, t.left = self.left
● the root will points to 7 (t’s root), self.left = t
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DEMO
nodes_and_refs.py
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Tree Traversals
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Tree Traversals

Traversal: visiting each element of a structure.

We say we have visited an element when we have done something with it (e.g. 
print, change, etc.)

What are the obvious traversals of a list?

● left to right, right to left

What about traversals for a binary tree?

● we have more ways systematically visit each node in a binary tree
● e.g., preorder, inorder, postorder
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Tree Traversals

● Preorder: Visit the root node, do a preorder traversal of the left 
subtree, and do a preorder traversal of the right subtree.

● Inorder: Do an inorder traversal of the left subtree, visit the root 
node, and then do an inorder traversal of the right subtree.

● Postorder: do a postorder traversal of the left subtree, do a 
postorder traversal of the right subtree, and visit the root node

Note: these procedures are recursive defined.
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Example: what’s the preorder traversal of this tree?

Preorder: root, left, right

A, tree-B, C

A, B, tree-D, C

A, B, D, E, C
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Example: what’s the inorder traversal of this tree?

inorder: left, root, right

tree-B, A, C

tree-D, B, A, C

D, E, B, A, C
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Example: what’s the postorder traversal?

postorder: left, right, root

tree-B, C, A

tree-D, B, C, A

E, D, B, C, A
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DEMO
implementing traverals in 

list_of_lists.py
nodes_and_refs.py

Homework: finish implementing all traversals
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Another (mystery) traversal order

We’re going to look at code that uses a queue to do a tree traversal.

It works on the list of lists representation of trees.

Two questions:

● What does it do on some sample tree?
● What does it do in general?
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Mystery Traversal Code
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Home exercise: Expression Trees
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Given the binary tree, 
write a function that 
returns the string of the 
fully parenthesized math 
expression. Which 
traversal order to use?

Given the binary tree, write 
a function that evaluates 
the represented math 
expression. Which traversal 
order to use now?


